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Abstract

Mixed-initiative procedural content generation (PCG) refers
to systems where a human and AI cooperate in some way
to produce content. While there has been increasing interest
in research on these systems, there are still many domains
and PCG approaches that have not yet been explored. In this
demonstration we introduce a novel mixed-initiative tool that
employs Exhaustive PCG for puzzle level design.

Introduction

Mixed-initiative procedural content generation (PCG) in-
cludes “a broad range of generators, algorithms, and tools”
that all “require human input in order to be of any use” (Li-
apis, Smith, and Shaker 2016). This has been an active area
of research, however the majority of research has focused on
evolutionary search (Liapis, Yannakakis, and Togelius 2013;
Baldwin et al. 2017) and/or on platformer games (Smith,
Whitehead, and Mateas 2010; Guzdial et al. 2019; Liapis
2020). Thus, we still lack a breadth of understanding of
mixed-initiative systems. Towards the goal of increasing this
breadth of understanding, we introduce a mixed-initiative
system employing an underexplored PCG approach and
game domain. Specifically, a mixed-initiative exhaustive
PCG (EPCG) (Sturtevant and Ota 2018) approach for the
puzzle game Snakebird.

The most common approach for search-based mixed-
initiative PCG (SBPCG) (Togelius et al. 2011) is to present
a user with random variations of a current state. However,
Snakebird is a complex puzzle game, and thus there is a high
likelihood that random changes to a level would lead to an
unplayable level. For a similar reasons, it would be inappro-
priate to draw on PCG via Machine Learning (Summerville
et al. 2018), as any noise in the machine learned model
could lead to an unplayable level. Comparatively, EPCG has
shown success with similarly complex puzzle games (Sturte-
vant 2019). Thus, we employ it to find a single change to a
level by exhaustively searching all possible changes and se-
lecting the one that most maximizes some evaluation func-
tion.
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In this demonstration we present a mixed-initiative clone
of Snakebird that we call Anhinga. In Anhinga a user is able
to play a subset of levels from the original Snakebird game
and query an EPCG backend system to find the single best
change to the current level according to the evaluation func-
tion (Sturtevant et al. 2020). We note that while the system is
an example of mixed-initiative PCG, it is not yet co-creative
(Yannakakis, Liapis, and Alexopoulos 2014) due to the lim-
itations of the human-AI interaction. This is, however, our
intention for future work. In this abstract we cover related
prior work, an overview of the demonstration, and discuss
the demonstration and future directions.

Related Work

Mixed-initiative PCG tools are those in which a human
and an AI work together to produce game content (Liapis,
Smith, and Shaker 2016). One benefit of these tools is that
they allow a user to offload some cognition to the tool,
whether that be translation of an initial idea into a piece
of concept (Smith, Whitehead, and Mateas 2010), filling in
gaps in a piece of content in development (Guzdial et al.
2019), or generation of variations on the content (Liapis,
Yannakakis, and Togelius 2013). Our tool targets the last of
these tasks. Mixed-initiative tools based on producing vari-
ations on content are relatively common, with the majority
making use of interactive evolution (Baldwin et al. 2017;
Schrum et al. 2020; Charity, Khalifa, and Togelius 2020).
In these approaches, a user acts as an evaluator, repeatedly
choosing between sets of random variations on a current
piece of level content. In comparison, our tool allows a user
to query for the one change out of all possible changes that
maximize or minimize an evaluation function.

Demo Overview

Snakebird is a 2015 game by Noumenon Games, with a 2019
follow-up called Snakebird Primer. The goal of each level is
to have one or more snakebirds eat all of the fruit in the
level and then for all snakebirds to leave via the exit. Our
research clone of Snakebird is called Anhinga, named after a
bird which, when swimming, can look like a “snake moving
through the water” (Henderson 2010).
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Incremental EPCG in SnakeBird

This page demonstrates the application of Exhaustive Procedural Content Generation (EPCG)
to the game SnakeBird, as implemented in our SnakeBird clone, Anhinga.

Click on a level from SnakeBird Primer or SnakeBird below to edit.

SnakeBird Primer

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Figure 1: Anhinga landing page.

Anhinga is written in C++ and compiled to JavaScript
for use on the web using emscripten. It uses a cus-
tom graphics library to provide cross-platform support to
several different platforms; this demo is rendered using
the HTML5 canvas element. The current landing page
for the demo, shown in Figure 1 and available from
https://www.movingai.com/snakebird-editor.html, provides
a list of levels, which can be loaded into a separate win-
dow to edit and play. The play window contains a link to
detailed instructions for playing and buttons for controlling
the snakebirds. There are also buttons for editing a level,
solving a level, undoing actions, and resetting the level.

The mixed-initiative EPCG code can be used from within
the level editor. A level with the current version of the edit
screen is shown in Figure 2. This screen appears adjacent to
the level, and allows editing gameplay elements or applying
the EPCG analysis. The EPCG analysis is used to suggest a
change to the level that maximally increases or decreases the
optimal solution length. When making changes, the editor
reports the difference in solution length. Note that memory
limits restrict which levels can be solved in the browser, but
we choose to use the browser for this demo to maximize the
accessibility of the demo.1

Figure 3(a) and 3(b) show one example of the before
and after results when using EPCG to increase the solu-
tion length. This is the result of asking the EPCG system
to increase the optimal solution length in SnakeBird Primer
Level 2. The system adds a single spike between the fruit
which, in this case, increases the solution length from 28
to 41. In our informal tests on this level, this single change
makes the level far more difficult and requires a deeper un-
derstanding of level mechanics to solve.

If a level is too difficult for a user to solve, there is a solve
button which solves the level and then animates the solution.
The editor currently displays the optimal solution length of
a level and also offers simple editing of other gameplay el-
ements. The capabilities of the editor are still under active
development and will continue to change and be updated as
we implement new capabilities.

1Native executables which are more performant can be com-
piled for different platforms from the freely available source:
https://github.com/nathansttt/hog2/
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Figure 2: Anhinga gameplay and editing screens.

Backend EPCG

Exhaustive PCG requires a generator and an evaluator
(Sturtevant and Ota 2018). The task of the generator is to
create all possible content in a given scenario. The evalua-
tor is applied to all content and the content with the maxi-
mum evaluation is returned. In our tool, the generator pro-
duces all single-tile changes in a level, where a single tile
can be either sky, ground, or spikes. The evaluator uses a
breadth-first search to find the shortest solution to each level
given all possible modifications proposed by the generator
(Sturtevant et al. 2020). We can either select the change that
maximizes or minimizes the optimal solution length. Choos-
ing the change that maximizes the solution length gener-
ally makes a level more difficult, where minimizing solution
length makes levels easier.

Discussion

The premise of our research in this area (Sturtevant et al.
2020) is that EPCG can be used as part of a mixed-initiative
tool to explore interesting design changes to game levels.
This demonstration of our mixed-initiative EPCG Snakebird
tool, Anhinga, allows users to interact with Anhinga and ex-
perience the process of working with an EPCG system. In
the future, we plan to expand Anhinga into a full co-creative
system (Yannakakis, Liapis, and Alexopoulos 2014), allow-
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Snakebird

Instructions

1. Get help on how to play
2. Press arrow keys or w/a/s/d to move
3. Press e to switch snakes
4. Press q to undo moves
5. Press r to reset to the initial state
6. Press n to solve the level (if possible from current state)

↑↑

←← →→

↓↓
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Snakebird

Instructions

1. Get help on how to play
2. Press arrow keys or w/a/s/d to move
3. Press e to switch snakes
4. Press q to undo moves
5. Press r to reset to the initial state
6. Press n to solve the level (if possible from current state)
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←← →→

↓↓
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Figure 3: Anhinga EPCG examples.
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ing users to use EPCG in the level design process. To eval-
uate this future system, we plan on running a formal hu-
man subject study. Specifically, our plans are to draw on the
study design used in (Guzdial et al. 2019), having a popu-
lation of level design practitioners interact with the tool in
a thinkaloud framework in order to analyze the impact of
EPCG on user experience more formally.

Mixed-initiative systems for puzzle games are still under-
explored. Anhinga represents one approach to this task, but
it is not the only possible approach (Charity, Khalifa, and
Togelius 2020). Still, we anticipate that the basic EPCG
approach should generalize to compact puzzle games like
Snakebird, along with Fling and The Witness, given that
EPCG has previously been applied in these domains (Sturte-
vant and Ota 2018; Sturtevant 2019). We hope to more for-
mally compare EPCG and other PCG methods for puzzle
design in a mixed-initiative context in future work.

Conclusions

In this demonstration we introduce Anhinga, a clone of
Snakebird that includes a mixed-initiative system drawing
on exhaustive PCG (EPCG) for puzzle design. This demon-
stration is the first example of applying EPCG to mixed-
initiative design. We hope that this will help expand the
breadth of understanding of mixed-initiative systems.
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